Free 4 card reading
As promised we are about to conduct one of the biggest card readings we have ever done - we have done this
via the guidance of our admin guides... so here goes...
As you may or may not know the best readings come with an exchange of energy, therefore before you select
your cards I would like you to find 30 mins in your day and go for a walk or at least 10 mins and stand out
side... the longer you walk and breath and relax the better for you.... This is called the "awareness walk"
Simple relax before you go out by either meditating or deep breathing and then simple step out your door and
into nature if you can..... walk slow and look, really look... feel... really feel, try not think not to even ponder –
just look - make yourself notice the small stuff.... the flowers, the bees, the trees, the colours, the smells (take
photos if you wish) - you will be amazed how much small beautiful stuff is all around you.. the more you
become aware the more you will see and the closer your guides can get to you.
When you come back look at the photo I have just posted and think about your current issue and then select 4
cards - simple type up the 4 numbers of the cards you have selected in the order you have selected them.
Blessing Tee xx
PS for anyone whom is an old hand here - you will see the 1 and 4s coming up again - 11 days since the
famous 14.14 on 14.4.14.... so yes 4 readers with 4 decks and 11 cards each... this is going to be fun if not a
little mad xxxx

Listed below you will find the meanings for the above cards - this is the first time we have done this
with 4 different decks and 4 different readers - so please do ask if you do not understand something.

To read all you need to do is think back to your question or most pressing issue (Please bear in mind that
you may think something is the most pressing issue ie love. But spirit may feel you need a message
about another issue ie money - this can happen if you are trying to push an issue to one side)

Now look up the meanings to your cards:

Your first card - Is your past regarding this issue - this will show clearly what the issue the reading is
about and what happened in the past to lead you here.

Your second card - will show you where you are right now with regards to this issue.

Your third card - will show you the bridge you need to be aware of - its the next part of the issue coming
to light in the future - you have control over this so you may change the course of action if you wish but card 3 will happen if you do not make the changes - of which there may be none.

Your fourth card - is the outcome to the issue should you take no action from card 3.

1 Have Courage
There are times when you feel small, afraid, and alone in the world but you are not alone. You are
watched over and cherished by Gaia and the Great Spirit. Know that you have the strength to overcome
all obstacles placed in your path no matter how daunting or large they may seem. Have courage. Now is
the time to trust in yourself and have confidence that you will overcome all.

2 See The Signs
We are often sent small signs in the form of sychronicities and coincidences. Be watchful. Do not
overlook them in the everyday rush of life. Words, numbers, symbols that repeat, animals and birds that
appear in your path, people who come in and out of your life at odd or similar moments, and those
flashes of knowing when you believe something will happen with every fiber of your being....these are
all things you are MEANT to see and hear; messages from Gaia and Great Spirit sent to aid in your
journey.

3 Respect Your Boundaries
Others will not respect the emotional boundaries you have set within your relationships if you so not
respect them yourself. Know yourself. Love yourself. If you do not afford yourself with the same care
you desire form others, then you will not be shown care. If you do not honour your own truths and
dreams no one else will. Honour yourself by treating yourself with the same care, and in the same
manner, that you wish others to treat you.

4 Time To Ground
We all experience moments in our lives when we feel confused, unfocused and surrounded by chaos
and turmoil. These moments are often unavoidable, as are the lessons these moments can impart. But
how you respond to them is a choice only you can make. Take a deep breath and a moment to pause
and reconnect with Gaia and nature. Seek the silence of the void within whilst your spirit spirals
downward to anchor itself like an ancient tree root in the cleansing embrace of the Earth beneath you.

5 Need and Necessity
Night and day exist within the very same moment.Creation and destruction wear the same face. You
only see one or the other because you are not seeing the whole. What you may see as harmful, another
may believe to be good. All is based on perception. In nature, all occurs according to need and necessity
not right or wrong. Ask yourself-Is there a genuine need to act? Is change necessary for your continued
well being and happiness? If the answer is yes, then act. If the answer is no, then do not.

6 Make The Sacrifice
You will not achieve the outcome you desire if you are unwilling to act upon your intentions. It is as
simple as wanting something to happen, or believing it will happen. You have to make it happen, and to
make it happen requires that you be willing to do whatever is necessary no matter the sacrifice, For
everything you desire, you must give of yourself in return.

7 A New Day Dawns
Today is a new day. With the dawn comes an opportunity to begin again or to embrace something
new.Create what you wish to create. Become the person who you dream of being. Do not allow your
doubts or fears to hold you back, for this day is bright with hope and good fortune. Go forth and greet it
with a smile upon your lips and joy inside your heart.

8 Reveal Your Truth
When you were born your soul shone bright. As you grew, you were taught of right and wrong. You
were taught how to think, how to live, how to believe in a way that makes you fearful to say no. To
disagree is to risk alienation from family and society, and so you hide your true thoughts and feelings

behind a mask. That hides your light! Cast it aside. Embrace and live your truth, and let your soul shine
bright once more.

9 You Were Born To Create
You were blessed with the ability to create with thought, intention, action, and emotion. Be conscious of
your power and aware of what your actions and reactions create within and around you. Cherish this gift
and use it in both a wise and productive manner. Create beauty, and inspire a desire within others to do
the same. Create a future that both fulfills and delights. Do what you were born to do!

10 Hear The Ancient Ones
The indigenous people of the world are those who have lived in harmony with the land for countless
generations. Among them are the elders whose knowledge and wisdom can teach us of our relationship
with nature, of living a life of empathic awareness, and to better understand our roles as caretakers of
the Earth. They can teach us the wisdom of taking only what we need, of wasting little, and of honoring
all sacrifices made so that you may live and grow. Hear the Ancient Ones; learn from their knowledge,
lore, and traditions.

11 Embrace Spirit
You are a spiritual being, living a physical life. Embrace spirit in your journey and reaffirm your
connection with the Divine. Fly to the Heavens, but remember to look down and see that the Divine
exists in the magical, natural world beneath you. Spirit dwells within all-in everything you see and know,
and everything that you do not see and which is unknown. Both the creative and the destructive, the
beautiful and the ugly, are all born of the Divine.

12 - The Alchemist
This card symbolizes a transformation of sorts. It is a combination of two opposites like male and
female, fire and water. It could be that you are struggling between two situations trying to blend them
together to work for you. Nothing is without risk and if you choose to blend obstacles that you are
struggling with it can change into something else that can serve you better.

13 – The Tower
This card reminds me of isolation of sorts but a chance to change and stand tall when other forces are at
your door. It has an advantage point of being able to view from a higher perspective which could mean
to listen to your inner guidance on what to do. You are not in control of the outside influences but can
prepare and stay safe when the world is at odds.

14 – The Hanged Man
This card shows me that your world could be upside down at the present moment. The picture on the
wall is an exact replica of what your world is. However, it can also symbolize as a reminder that what
was once is not that way any longer. The man although alone cares for two birds which could be
something or someone that you are burdened or responsible for but still care for it as a sense of duty.

15 – Three of Swords
This card represents affairs of the heart. You could have a situation that is painful as there are storm
clouds in the background and three piercings in your heart. There is a darkened sky but the clouds show
a white aura around it. This could mean that although times are rough and it will pass. You will heal as a
result of hurts.

16 – Six of Swords
This card represent for me represents taking care of people or situations and guiding them along. The
two passengers are fixed on something that is not in front of them which for me means they are not
taking an active part in their journey. The swords also make me feel like a barrier or protective field that
keeps those under your guidance under control. It can also represent smooth sailing when someone else
steers the boat.

17 – Four of Wands
This card represents partnerships. You could be entering a relationship that involves courting. There is a
politeness and respect that will occur. It can take a lot of work and effort to make it successful but the

foundation has been set. There are 4 torches that represent the 4 directions of possibilities as well as
the points in the circle. Cultivate the completeness .

18 - The Empress
This is a wonderful card to have pulled. It shows that things are growing and nurturing. The butterflies
are present which symbolize transformation. She looks deeply into the bowl in which she can create
anything she wishes as everything she touches becomes alive with vibrancy. Take this time to nurture
you own desires and passions and breathe new life into things that are stagnate.

19 – Strength
This card shows that you can draw infinite strength. It comes at a time when you need to draw courage
and bravery. She compassionately tames any situation seeing beyond the physical demeanor. This is also
showing that some animals ( or situations )feed on fear which can hold you back. She shows her tenacity
and control by refusing to display and vulnerability. There is always an element of risk when you decide
to take control and not allow your power to be taken. Be prepared for the fallout and reactions of others
as a result of your decisions.

20 – Four of Pentacles
This card shows you that it is time to protect your assets whether physical or of the heart.The chair is
too big at the moment but in time you will grow into it if you invest wisely in your own worth. It could
also begin a phase of isolation as money currently defines the worth of a person. It also can represent
too much concern with physical possessions, a tendency to hold on to things even at the expense of
your discomfort.

21 – Ten of swords
This card represents a metaphoric meaning of backstabbing and overkill. It symbolizes loss of
friendships, breakdown of relationships. It does NOT mean a physical impalement. Each sword might be
a buildup from others comments or remarks over a period of time that have hurt you. It might feel that
way as there is no perspective at the moment but there is always light in the other direction to help
guide you.

22 - The Hermit
This card represents a time of going within, to seek knowledge and peace. It is self reflection but also as
desire to understand the unexplained. It is when you get that nagging feeling that something needs
further explanation such as why the same things keep happening. It is a way for your own guidance to
lead you on your journey.

23. Wheel of Fortune
This card signifies a new chapter is about to begin in your life in which there is a potential change in
fortune as a result of lessons learned, as represented by the four winged beings with books in their
hands. This card can represent your good karma and reaping your rewards. The wheel always turns full
circle, and for now you are on the right track. Each turn of the wheel is like a new start, and a time for
accepting responsibility for life rather than blaming fate.

24. The Tower
Serves as a metaphor for the self built structure of our lives. Just as the lightning strike hits The Tower
and causes turmoil and ruin as it uncontrollably burns, so too our lives at times may suddenly be turned
upside down. As difficult as it is to endure this type of drastic change, the breaking down of self imposed
structures, such as a very boring job, restrictive behavioral patterns, unfulfilling relationships, restrictive
opinions or attitudes, etc., clears the way ahead for greater happiness, growth and for something
dormant to spring to life! This can feel scary as it may require a great leap of faith to be free of things
that no longer serve us. The message of the Tower is to challenge complacency, ultimately even if
change is not sought we must always evaluate the need, and consider the new visions and possibilities
as represented by the lightening.

25. The Moon
Unlike the dark and shadowy time of The Moon card, The Sun represents light, brightness, joy - a time of
optimism, success and well being. A wonderful card, an omen for good health, success in career, praise,
recognition or being the center of attention, and a positive sign for relationships!

26. The Emperor
He represents the power of authority, material wealth and leadership. With his masculine influence The
Emperor in a reading can indicate that the time is right to pay attention to the material things in life.
While the Empress nourishes the Emperor is the great protector. As seen by his long gray beard he
represents wisdom. He is levelheaded with strong principles and values. The appearance of The Emperor
tells us that logic may be needed instead of an intuitive or an emotional response to a situation you may
be dealing with. This could be a good time for starting new projects a business or buying property, or an
important person may enter your life with these qualities and have a significant influence on you.

27. When Temperance
When she appears in the reading it suggests a time for moderation and balance - a lack of excess. This
card calls for "right action", which sometimes can mean no action should be taken if that is the right
action. Patience is needed, as this is a time for assessment, calmness and thoughtfully weighed decisions
as relationships prosper when both parties work together for the good of the whole. when there is a
mutual desire for connection and learning each other's language the relationship, business or personal,
grows. As the water flows equally from cup to cup so relationships are positively enhanced by the
sharing of feelings as represented by the water which stands for our emotional lives.

28. The World
As the final card of the major arcana The World represents completion, a time of celebration, happy
occasions, finished work or something that has been made whole. It is a time of achievement. A card of
fulfillment, this is like a peak experience, such as reaching the top of a mountain! Just as much as this is
a card of endings, this is also a part of new beginnings. Success is not about stopping something but
about moving on and moving up finding new experiences. The World card shows us that the world truly
is our oyster and in moving forward we know that we have the ability to live life to the fullest, and in
that, we are again reborn as The Fool in a never ending journey.

29. The High Priestess
She is a card that represents secrets, that which is hidden in the power of spiritual wisdom. We see in
her white robes the potential for unrealized creative expression. Ruling in the shadowy world of the
unconscious mind and imagination she represents the gestation of the creative process. Just as a fetus
must remain in the womb until the time is right so too must we allow our creative ideas to grow. When
she appears in a reading it suggests a need to consult the intuitive mind rather than the rational mind.
The mysterious world of the high priestess deals with dreams and intuition. Her spiritual wisdom allows
her to heal and guide. She can represent someone who supports us as would a modern-day healer,
reader or therapist, or she may represent these qualities in ourselves. As the feminine power in all of us,
she inspires us to look at the world differently. In listening to the inner thoughts, and being still, answers
and insights can be found.

30. The Magician
This card represents opportunities in all areas of life, a choice of directions...as you can see in the card,
on the table before him are representations of the four suits in the Tarot. There is a pentacle which
connects to the material, the body, our senses and physical world (earth), a sword which connects to the
rational mind and logic, our intellect and ideas (air), a cup connected to relationships and the world of
feelings and emotional responses (water), and a wand which is a symbol for creativity in all forms, our
energy and initiative (fire). One hand pointing up to the heavens one hand pointing down to the earth,
he is the bridge between these worlds, linking the conscious and the unconscious mind. The Magician
brings confidence and possibilities for relationships and situations, and begs the question...do I need to
make changes in any of these four areas in order to transform a relationship or situation? The Magician
shows us that all resources are available to us, and we must become aware of them in order to use them
to our best advantage.

31. The Hanged Man
He voluntarily hangs from the tree in suspended animation, while involved in quiet contemplation.
While this sort of immobility would be difficult for many to endure the Hanged Man teaches us that this
type of time out need not be an unbearable ordeal. This upside down haloed man does not appear to be
in distress, or in a state of struggle. When things are not working out in our lives, a new perspective, or

spiritual insight can shift how we see things, allowing us to clear out and unburden ourselves of the
things that may be holding us back, or that keep us from acceptance. The Hanged Man is urging a period
of slowing down, and asks us to understand that our sacrifices in the short term can improve our lives in
the long run.

32. Death
Just as winter gives way to the beauty and wonder of the new life in spring, so does The Death card
represent transformation from one state to another. This card is a symbol for something that is on its
way out such as a stagnant job situation, an unhealthy relationship, or some outdated ideals, or even
something like leaving home for the first time. We are being shown that something has outlived its
usefulness or is coming to a natural end. This card helps us to understand the necessity of clearing out
the old to clear the way for new growth, for rebirth. Change can be difficult, and it can be hard to let go,
and this card can point to all those feelings change can bring...as in a time of regret, despair, grief or
trauma, however change for the higher good is the eventual outcome, for without change there is
stagnation. As we are going through the process it can feel as if our lives are in turmoil, and it may be
awhile before we can lift our heads up and see the silver lining, and become aware of the relief
acceptance can bring, or understand how much we grew or how much good came as a result.

33. The Lovers card
This is a card of love, partnership and choice. It can point to powerful physical attractions. It encourages
us to weigh our options. It can point to relationships in which there can be a strong mutual attraction,
but is not limited to love affairs of the heart. However, the situation in question will have great personal
relevance when this card appears in a reading. This card depicts Adam and Eve being given their choice
by God. The suggestion of this card can be to consider if your choice is being too heavily weighted by
your desires, rather than what may be good for you, or what is for the best. This card reminds us of the
strong link between desire, passion and love. It can be a good omen for new relationships.

34) I am Sonya
The guardian Angel of your deceased love one and I want you to know there is no reason for worry..
there is no anger or upset directed toward you, only love and understanding dear one! Message from
your love one I am happy and at peace..you have done nothing wrong please don't blame yourself. Your
love one has made it through transition beautifully.. they have spiritually connected with you in your
dreams as well as through feelings, hearing, smelling or seeing your loved ones essence.

35) Aurora
Your intentions have created an upward spiral into your life bringing new opportunities.. your inner and
outer self radiates this positive growth! You may worry others will be jealous of your current and
forthcoming success and you may hold back about discussing you're achievements, soon all will see your
light and it can only inspire them! You may also be worrying about your future please do not worry! Live
in the moment and trusted each moment is taken care of.. and it is so!

36) Fiona
God and the angel have heard your prayers for divine guidance and assistance! I am here to ask you to
be more open to our help as we see you struggle with situations that can easily be dissolved with our
help..Please allow us to do our work! You are very deserving as all God's children and at times you block
us, I need you to trust in my guidance that I give you please notice the strong repetitive impressions that
comes to you through your thoughts, feelings and visions it is I guiding you there!

37) Crystal
The seeds that you have planted are beginning to sprout results that you may not be aware of yet..
please rest assure as they are in their infancy and need more growth! In this card the beautiful angel is
standing in a field.. hands-on heart as she feeds her seeds with visions of compassion, desire and
positive direction in a way to help them grow! It is very important to stay positive at this time and avoid
skeptics with a negative mindset.. daily affirming and baby steps will indeed bring you your heart's
desire!

38) Rochelle
As you honor and follow the guidance of your heart prosperity is coming to you now! Heaven supports
you and has heard your prayers for financial help.. be assured that we see money as a symbol of the
abundance that God provides for all of his children, in heaven we see money as an exchange. The
Earthly negative surrounding money comes from human minds alone.. your financial needs have been
blocked in the past because of guilt and other negative beliefs and emotions! I have helped you to heal
and release much of the negative you hold towards money! The more you allow me to give the more
you can give to others please allow me to help you more!

39) Serena
The angel of abundance. You will receive the money that you need and God is in charge of how that's
going to happen.. please keep the faith! Release all your cares and worries to me as it is I whom will
bring them directly to God. The more you surrender to the situation the more open you become, like
outstretched arms welcome the gifts that we bring you.. your financial support will come in unexpected
ways! One of the reasons why you worried is because you don't know how your money will be
delivered, you may release those worries by completely trusting on God's wisdom and care. Noticed
your repetitive thoughts feelings and ideas, they are our way of communicating divine guidance to you!
As you follow this your supply comes to you on the wings of the angels.. the more you can relax and
trust the faster we can bring these gifts to you.. it is so

40) Archangel Gabriel
You have an important life purpose involving communication and the arts. Please do not allow
insecurities to hold you back.. I am with you as one of your guardian angels, I will help you polish and
trust your natural talents in a why so you can help others! What I need in return is honesty and
cooperation, share with me your fears, hopes, confusion, insecurities and your dreams ask me to help
you! Walk through the doors that I have opened for you, I am on your side completely and my function
is to be your coach.. please know that I am only pushing because I know you need a little boost from
above!

41) Maya
I strongly recommend that you continue with your education as the additional and experience will
accelerate the fruition to your life purpose! Don't worry about going forward with the schooling, I want
to assure you that everything will be provided for you along the way. This process brings you great
rewards and enriches your understanding in your spiritual power and your motivation towards your life
purpose! I am guiding you two teachers, schools, funds, schedules and all of resources that are available
to you now.

42) Opal
You're worries about your children has been received as prayers in heaven! We understand your
concerns and we surround the souls and bodies of your children with our loving care.. this is the time to
release to God and know that the Creator is there true parent! God is pure love without judgement or
anger and he will never abandon you or your children - nor would he want to! As one of your children's
guardian angels I watch over them constantly. I see their true perfection, goodness and their innocence,
I asked that you see your children through my eyes which will help their love and light to be fully
expressed! I love you I love your children and your children love you..

43) Adriana
On this beautiful card is a gorgeous angel on her right side is all cloudy as she reaches her hand out
being the light guiding you into the beautiful calm night on the other side..We have heard your prayers
and we are glad you asked for help.. as you know we can only help if you request for assistance. Please
be aware of the guidance that we send you.. the way that we angels answer your prayers is by giving
you guidance that will lead you to take the steps to your higher self's will. It is I that sends you petitive
thoughts feelings and auditory messages urging you to take action or make changes! I will make sure
your safe while you follow my divine guidance. Together we will work to co-create your answered
prayers!

44) Archangel Urie
I am called the :Psychologist Angel because I help to heal toxins from people's thoughts and emotions. I
am especially able to release stubborn anger and unforgiveness.. I am with you right now to clear away
such toxins. I would also like to work with you to help others clear away their emotional and
psychological blocks! I will never force it in any way, like you, I believe it is best to wait until someone
approaches me directly and request this guidance and assistance! Then I simply and lovingly ask them to
be willing to release the toxins from their mind and heart. Only if they are willing to can this release
occur, in doing so will pull one's vibration up and ensure that you are clear of any lower energies!

